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where K(A) and K(A') are complete elliptic integrals of the first kind, and A' is defined in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions as follows: where and the modulus k' is derived from the identity
(5) 376.73 (8) '0= 4[w/b+C&/ij --AC/6 " " " " Fig. 1 shows characteristic impedance data for the case of a center conductor with zero thickness. These plots were obtained using (1) and (2) over the range w/b >0.5.
Over the range 0.1< w/b< 0.5, the correction factor AC becomes significant and must be included in the calculations of ZO. For the unbounded case a/b= m, the correction factor can be computed directly using (7). For the remaining cases considered (a/ b = 1.0, 1.1, etc.) reasonably accurate estimates of AC were derived using thle data .
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ON MICROWAVE THSORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOL. MIT-26, NO. 4, APRIL 1978 published in Fig. 2 of Riblet [10] , where AC is four times the CJOgiven by Riblet. In Fig. 1 
4[ w/b~~~~)ln(2)]
"" " "
This assumption, as noted earlier, is essentially correct. However, the impedance values derived from (9) do not agree with the data of Fig. 1 The reader is referred to an earlier paper of Cohn's [14] for data on C~(t/b) and C;(o). Fig. 2 for impedance data derived using (12)). 
